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Influenza: the rational use of oseltamivir
Oseltamivir treatment with 75 mg twice a day for
5 days resulted in a significant 21% (95% CI 15–26)
reduction, from 123 h to 98 h, in reported symptom
duration in adult and adolescent patients with
laboratory-confirmed influenza (the intention-to-treat
infected with influenza group). Conversely, investigators
noted no benefit from oseltamivir treatment for
patients without confirmed influenza infection (the
intention-to-treat not infected group). This finding
contrasted with the hypothesis suggested by the
Cochrane group that oseltamivir might have had a nonspecific eﬀect on symptoms but no antiviral eﬀect.6
Benefit accruing to the intention-to-treat group in the
re-analysis reflected the high proportion of patients
with diagnosed influenza infection, a high proportion
also noted in the contemporaneous trials of zanamivir.10
Such a high proportion of influenza-positive patients is
unlikely to be seen outside the trial environment.11
The re-analysis also confirmed that oseltamivir treatment resulted in an increased risk of nausea (6·2% in the
placebo group as compared with 9·9% [risk diﬀerence
3·7%, 95% CI 1·8–6·1]) and an increased risk of vomiting
(3·3% vs 8·0% [4·7%, 2·7–7·3]). It also explored two
secondary outcomes: treatment of lower respiratory tract
infection with antibiotics, and hospitalisation.5 Of patients
with laboratory-confirmed influenza, investigators noted
a significant reduction in antibiotic prescription 48 h
after randomisation (4·9% oseltamivir, 8·7% placebo;
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Influenza viruses cause a substantial burden of disease
every year.1 Vaccination is the main preventive measure,
and is widely recommended. The UK is rolling out a
universal childhood vaccination programme2 that is
predicted to have a substantial eﬀect on influenza
morbidity and mortality.3 Antiviral drugs are available
for the treatment of infections, and the most commonly
used is oseltamivir (Tamiflu). The eﬀectiveness of
oseltamivir has been the subject of much debate.4
In The Lancet, Joanna Dobson and colleagues5 present
findings of a meta-analysis of the eﬃcacy of oseltamivir
for the treatment of influenza-like illness and confirmed
influenza infection. The most recent previous metaanalysis,6 published in 2014 by the Cochrane group,
concluded that oseltamivir had modest benefit for
patients with influenza-like illness and confirmed
influenza virus infection. In this meta-analysis, the
Cochrane group documented problems they had with
obtaining original data from Roche, the manufacturer
of oseltamivir.4,7 The meta-analysis by Dobson and
colleagues5 includes all available data from randomised,
double-masked, placebo-controlled adult trials, including
trials that did not reach recruitment targets and had not
been published (nine trials including 4328 patients). The
re-analysis was funded by an unrestricted grant from
Roche but was done by an independent research group,
thus seeking to overcome the suggested bias associated
with industry-funded studies.8
In view of when the trials included in the metaanalysis were done, PCR assays were not used; influenza
virus infection was diagnosed by viral culture or a fourfold increase in antibody titre, the accepted standards of
the time. The re-analysis allowed three patient groups
to be studied: intention-to-treat, intention-to-treat
infected with influenza virus, and intention-to-treat not
infected. The primary outcome was time to alleviation
of all symptoms.
Two important features distinguish the re-analysis
from the previous Cochrane meta-analysis. First, data in
the re-analysis are probably as complete as possible for
adults and adolescents, although paediatric trials were
excluded. Second, the analysis was based on individual
patient data from all trials rather than aggregated study
results, generally acknowledged to be a preferable
approach in meta-analysis.9

Oseltamivir molecule
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risk diﬀerence –3·8%, 95% CI –5·0 to –2·2) and in hospital
admissions for any cause (0·6% oseltamivir, 1·7% placebo;
risk diﬀerence –1·1%, 95% CI –1·4 to –0·3). The latter two
results were shown for the first time from the pooled
individual patient data in the absence of significant
heterogeneity.5 However, these outcomes were nonspecific, given that there were no trial criteria for the
prescription of antibiotics and no specific tests were
done to confirm a bacterial infection; and the causes of
admission to hospital were varied and not specified.
For patients with laboratory-confirmed influenza, the
potential benefits shown by Dobson and colleagues’
meta-analysis were a reduced duration of illness,
a reduced risk of antibiotic prescription for lower
respiratory tract infection, and a reduced risk of
hospital admission, with caveats associated with the
latter two outcomes. Findings of the re-analysis also
showed no benefit to symptomatic patients without
influenza virus infection. Because benefits accrue only
to patients with laboratory-confirmed influenza, but
the risk of adverse events is increased in all patients,
rapid diagnostic testing, if available, is advisable before
oseltamivir administration in routine clinical practice,
recognising that rapid tests still lack the sensitivity
and specificity of PCR assays12 and timely initiation of
treatment is important.
Advice about testing will be diﬀerent in a pandemic
or a severe epidemic. In these situations it will not be
practical to test everyone, and the population benefit will
depend on preliminary assessments of the proportion
of the population with an influenza-like illness that
is attributable to influenza, the risk of admission to
hospital because of influenza, and the potential costs
of treating or not treating patients. Such economic
assessments should be done as part of epidemic and
pandemic preparedness on the basis of all available data.
The rational use of oseltamivir is becoming clear.
Oseltamivir might reduce symptom duration, the risk
of antibiotic prescription for lower respiratory tract
infection, and hospital admission for any cause in adult
and adolescent patients with laboratory-confirmed
influenza, but no benefit accrues to patients without
influenza virus infection.5 In view of the risk of nausea
and vomiting in all patients who receive the drug,
confirmation of the diagnosis of influenza before
treatment is advisable. In a pandemic or severe epidemic,
oseltamivir can be used presumptively when there is
2

a high probability that influenza-like illness is caused
by influenza virus infection and when the outcome of
infection is likely to be severe, but a proven strategy for
rapid distribution needs to accompany any plan that
proposes widespread use of oseltamivir. Randomised
placebo-controlled trials of oseltamivir have not been
done in patients in hospital with confirmed influenza,
although observational studies suggest eﬀectiveness for
these patients,13 and oseltamivir is now routinely used
as the front-line treatment in this setting.14,15 The small
number of paediatric trials done6 were not included in
Dobson and colleagues’ meta-analysis,5 and a review of
all available evidence on the eﬀectiveness of oseltamivir
in paediatric patients would be welcome.
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Oseltamivir treatment for influenza in adults: a meta-analysis
of randomised controlled trials
Joanna Dobson, Richard J Whitley, Stuart Pocock, Arnold S Monto

Summary

Background Despite widespread use, questions remain about the eﬃcacy of oseltamivir in the treatment of influenza.
We aimed to do an individual patient data meta-analysis for all clinical trials comparing oseltamivir with placebo for
treatment of seasonal influenza in adults regarding symptom alleviation, complications, and safety.
Methods We included all published and unpublished Roche-sponsored randomised placebo-controlled, double-blind
trials of 75 mg twice a day oseltamivir in adults. Trials of oseltamivir for treatment of naturally occurring influenza-like
illness in adults reporting at least one of the study outcomes were eligible. We also searched Medline, PubMed,
Embase, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and the ClinicalTrials.gov trials register for other relevant
trials published before Jan 1, 2014 (search last updated on Nov 27, 2014). We analysed intention-to-treat infected,
intention-to-treat, and safety populations. The primary outcome was time to alleviation of all symptoms analysed with
accelerated failure time methods. We used risk ratios and Mantel-Haenszel methods to work out complications,
admittances to hospital, and safety outcomes.
Findings We included data from nine trials including 4328 patients. In the intention-to-treat infected population, we
noted a 21% shorter time to alleviation of all symptoms for oseltamivir versus placebo recipients (time ratio 0·79,
95% CI 0·74–0·85; p<0·0001). The median times to alleviation were 97·5 h for oseltamivir and 122·7 h for placebo
groups (diﬀerence –25·2 h, 95% CI –36·2 to –16·0). For the intention-to-treat population, the estimated treatment
eﬀect was attenuated (time ratio 0·85) but remained highly significant (median diﬀerence –17·8 h). In the
intention-to-treat infected population, we noted fewer lower respiratory tract complications requiring antibiotics more
than 48 h after randomisation (risk ratio [RR] 0·56, 95% CI 0·42–0·75; p=0·0001; 4·9% oseltamivir vs 8·7% placebo,
risk diﬀerence –3·8%, 95% CI –5·0 to –2·2) and also fewer admittances to hospital for any cause (RR 0·37, 95% CI
0·17–0·81; p=0·013; 0·6% oseltamivir, 1·7% placebo, risk diﬀerence –1·1%, 95% CI –1·4 to –0·3). Regarding safety,
oseltamivir increased the risk of nausea (RR 1·60, 95% CI 1·29–1·99; p<0·0001; 9·9% oseltamivir vs 6·2% placebo,
risk diﬀerence 3·7%, 95% CI 1·8–6·1) and vomiting (RR 2·43, 95% CI 1·83–3·23; p<0·0001; 8·0% oseltamivir vs
3·3% placebo, risk diﬀerence 4·7%, 95% CI 2·7–7·3). We recorded no eﬀect on neurological or psychiatric disorders
or serious adverse events.
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Interpretation Our findings show that oseltamivir in adults with influenza accelerates time to clinical symptom
alleviation, reduces risk of lower respiratory tract complications, and admittance to hospital, but increases the occurrence
of nausea and vomiting.
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Introduction
Neuaraminidase inhibitors were developed in the 1990s
as a novel approach to prophylaxis and treatment of
influenza.1 Zanamivir and oseltamivir selectively block
the conserved enzymatic activity of all influenza viruses,
making them useful in prophylaxis and treatment
for both seasonal and pandemic disease.2–4 The oral
drug oseltamavir has received more attention, especially
regarding pandemic preparedness.5 The drug was
widely used for treatment during the 2009 influenza
pandemic. However, questions persist about the eﬃcacy
of oseltamivir, with some investigators even suggesting
that the drug has no antiviral eﬀect.6 Concerns also exist
about the drug’s adverse eﬀects and whether these
outweigh the benefits. Such conclusions arose in a
meta-analysis based on clinical trial study reports rather
than individual patient data.6

To explore these issues further, we did a meta-analysis
of all available randomised treatment trials of oseltamivir
in adults. Our meta-analysis is the first to use individual
patient data and includes both published and unpublished trials thereby overcoming previous concerns
regarding potential publication bias. We focused on both
intention-to-treat analyses and analyses restricted to
individuals with documented influenza infection. We
assessed possible side eﬀects of oseltamivir and the
incidence of complications.

Methods

Search strategy and selection criteria
We included all published and unpublished Rochesponsored randomised placebo-controlled, double-blind
trials of oseltamivir treatment in adult influenza.7–12
Individual patient data were provided by Roche by use of
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Intention-to-treat infected

Intention-to-treat

Oseltamivir N

Oseltamivir N Placebo N

Placebo N Estimates of median time and their diﬀerence (h)
Oseltamivir

Placebo

Diﬀerence

Estimates of median time and their diﬀerence (h)
Oseltamivir

Placebo

Diﬀerence

M76001

681

355

96·3

120·5

–24·2

933

473

97·7

114·7

WV15819_876_978

223

254

150·0

174·9

–24·9

358

375

139·2

149·0

–17·1
–9·8

WV15670

157

161

87·4

116·5

–29·1

240

235

97·6

116·1

–18·5

WV15812_872

118

133

151·5

161·0

–9·5

199

202

143·0

163·0

–20·0

JV15823

121

130

70·0

93·3

–23·3

152

158

63·1

81·8

–18·6
–20·7

WV15671

121

128

71·5

103·3

–31·7

204

200

76·3

97·0

WV16277

119

109

80·3

99·3

–19·0

226

225

88·8

100·3

–11·5

WV15730

19

19

78·2

143·9

–65·8

31

27

74·5

109·8

–35·3

17

9

88·8

56·2

2360

1904

99·4

117·2

WV15707
Overall*

6

6

53·3

31·3

1565

1295

97·5

122·7

22·0
–25·2 (–36·2 to –16·0)

32·7
–17·8 (-27·1 to –9·3)

*Medians and diﬀerences in medians for individual trials are from Kaplan-Meier estimates. The overall estimated medians, diﬀerences (and 95% CI) are from the accelerated failure time model adjusted for trial.

Table 1: Estimates of median time to alleviation of all symptoms by treatment group in the intention-to-treat infected and intention-to-treat populations, both overall and for each trial

Intention-to-treat infected population
Oseltamivir Placebo
N
N

Time ratio
(95% CI)

Trial
M76001

681

355

0·78 (0·69–0·88)

WV15819+

223

254

0·89 (0·75–1·07)

WV15670

157

161

0·77 (0·62–0·95)

WV15812+

118

133

0·96 (0·75–1·23)

JV15823

121

130

0·76 (0·59–0·97)

WV15671

121

128

0·67 (0·53–0·85)

WV16277

119

109

0·81 (0·63–1·04)

WV15730

19

19

0·50 (0·27–0·92)

WV15707

6

6

1·53 (0·45–5·15)

1565

1295

Overall

0·79 (0·74–0·85)
p<0·0001

(Heterogeneity p=0·31)

Intention-to-treat population
Oseltamivir Placebo
N
N

Time ratio
(95% CI)

Trial
M76001

933

473

0·82 (0·74–0·92)

WV15819+

358

375

0·94 (0·81–1·09)

WV15670

240

235

0·84 (0·70–1·01)

WV15812+

199

202

0·90 (0·73–1·10)

JV15823

152

158

0·76 (0·60–0·96)

WV15671

204

200

0·76 (0·62–0·93)

WV16277

226

225

0·89 (0·74–1·08)

WV15730

31

27

0·70 (0·41–1·20)

WV15707

17

9

1·84 (0·74–4·59)

2360

1904

Overall

0·85 (0·80–0·90)
p<0·0001

(Heterogeneity p=0·46)
0·25

0·5

0·75 1 1·3

Favours oseltamivir

2·0

4·0

Favours placebo

Time ratio (95% CI)

Figure 1: Fixed eﬀect meta-analysis for time to alleviation of all symptoms
The overall time ratio is calculated from an accelerated failure time model adjusted for trial.
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secure web-access. Roche provided data clarifications but
had no involvement in the design, conduct, or reporting of
the meta-analysis. All trials satisfied relevant good clinical
practice criteria, with approval from ethics committees
and regulatory authorities. Furthermore, data quality was
assured by thorough data audits by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Additionally, we searched Medline
(and PubMed), Embase, the Cochrane Central Register for
Controlled Trials, and the ClinicalTrials.gov trials register
for other relevant trials published before Jan 1, 2014
(appendix pp 1–2). We incorporated all trials of treatment
in adults included in a previous meta-analysis plus
one additional trial (JV15823).6 We excluded a Chinese
treatment trial in adults because individual patient data
were not available.13 We also excluded one very small trial
in adults and children (n=19).14 After extensive searches by
both Jeﬀerson and colleagues6 and ourselves, no other
adult trials of oseltamivir treatment were identified.

Study design
The nine trials were done between 1997 and 2001.
Eligible participants were within 36 h of feeling unwell,
with a fever (≥38°C if aged <65 years, ≥37·5°C if aged
≥65 years), and with at least two influenza symptoms
(one respiratory: cough, sore throat or coryza; and
one constitutional: headache, myalgia, sweats or chills,
or fatigue). Participants received oseltamivir or placebo
for 5 days at 12 h intervals. Total follow-up was 21 days.
Recruitment began upon detection of a local influenza
outbreak. Participants received the first dose of the
randomised study drug during their enrolment clinic
visit. Participants were subsequently identified as
influenza-infected by a positive culture from a nasal or
throat swab (viral shedding at baseline or during
follow-up) or four-fold or greater increase from baseline
in antibody titre (trial definition). In some trials, virus
culture was not done at all centres (in these centres
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The primary outcome was time to alleviation of all
symptoms. Seven influenza symptoms (nasal congestion,
sore throat, cough, aches and pains, fatigue, headaches,
and chills or sweats) were scored as absent, mild,
moderate, or severe. Alleviation was defined to arise
when all symptoms scored as absent or mild, and
remained so for at least 21·5 h.
The main complication was lower respiratory tract
complication more than 48 h after randomisation requiring
antibiotics (preferred terms containing “bronchitis”,
“pneumonia”, “lower respiratory tract infection”). Lower
respiratory tract complications requiring antibiotics might
better represent clinically relevant disease, and oseltamivir
would be unlikely to aﬀect lower respiratory tract
complications before 48 h. The 48 h cut-oﬀ was previously
used in some of the individual trial reports. Sensitivity
analyses included complications occurring before 48 h.
Participants taking antibiotics at baseline were excluded.
Diagnosis of complications was based on participant
report and the investigator’s clinical judgment. No
diagnostic tests were needed. We also analysed admittance
to hospital for any cause from randomisation as an
indicator of complications.
Safety outcomes included death, treatment withdrawals,
treatment withdrawals due to adverse events, all adverse
events, serious adverse events, adverse events by body
system class (including psychiatric disorders and neurological disorders), and preferred terms nausea, vomiting,
and diarrhoea.

Statistical analyses
In view of the similar study designs of the trials, we used
fixed-eﬀect methods of meta-analysis. We noted little
statistical heterogeneity, and sensitivity analyses with
random eﬀect methods for key findings gave very similar
results. For time to alleviation of all symptoms, we

See Online for appendix

Intention-to-treat infected population
Observed
Placebo
Oseltamivir
Estimated from AFT model
Placebo
Oseltamivir

100
Non-alleviation all symptoms (%)

Outcomes

initially assessed Kaplan-Meier plots by treatment group
and we obtained a treatment eﬀect estimate (time ratio)
from a log-logistic accelerated failure time model
adjusted for trial.15 We did not use proportional hazards
models because non-proportionality of hazards was
evident. We estimated treatment diﬀerence in median
time to alleviation of symptoms adjusted for trial along
with a bootstrap confidence interval (2000 repetitions,
stratified by trial and treatment group).
We assessed statistical heterogeneity in time ratios
across trials by a likelihood ratio test. As a sensitivity
analysis, separate accelerated failure time models
were fitted for each trial and log time ratios were
meta-analysed with inverse-variance weighting. We did
pre-specified exploratory subgroup analyses for age,
high-risk participants, time from symptom onset to
randomisation, virus type, and total baseline symptom
score. We did likelihood ratio tests of interaction.
We explored the diﬀerence between treatment
groups in the pooled Kaplan-Meier estimates of the
proportions with alleviation of all symptoms at 12 h,
24 h, then every 24 h to establish when a significant
diﬀerence became apparent.

75

50

25

0

0

Number at risk
Placebo 1295
Oseltamivir 1565

120

240

360

480

621
624

272
243

134
128

20
25

240

360

480

191
209

36
36

Intention-to-treat population
100
Non-alleviation all symptoms (%)

influenza infection was based on antibody titre rise
only). We focused on 75 mg twice a day of oseltamivir
because this is the standard prescribed dose.
Eﬃcacy analyses were first for participants getting at
least one dose of study drug and who were identified as
influenza-infected (intention-to-treat infected population),
and then repeated for the intention-to-treat population,
which included all treated participants. Both these
population definitions were those used in the individual
trials. A few participants (18 in the oseltamivir group and
12 in the placebo group) were excluded because they
received no study drug and had no follow-up data. Main
analyses were also repeated in the intention-to-treat-not
infected population. Safety analyses were by treatment
received and in participants taking at least one dose of
study drug (safety population). Follow-up was from first
study drug intake, as was done in individual trial reports.
For brevity we refer to randomisation as time of randomisation and first study drug intake were very similar.

75

50

25

0

0

Number at risk
Placebo 1904
Oseltamivir 2360

120

Time (h)
885
968

375
396

Figure 2: Overall Kaplan-Meier curves and estimated survival curves from AFT model (adjusted for trial) by
treatment group for time to alleviation of all symptoms in all trials combined
AFT=accelerated failure time.
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Oseltamivir Placebo
N
N

Time ratio
(95% CI)

Interaction Estimated median (h)
p value
Oseltamivir Placebo Diﬀerence (95% CI)

Age (years)
<65

1273

990

0·77 (0·71–0·83)

≥65

292

304

0·89 (0·76–1·05)

1186

879

0·75 (0·69–0·82)

379

416

0·93 (0·81–1·07)

1018

752

0·75 (0·69–0·82)

547

543

0·88 (0·78–0·99)

0·086

87·2

114·0

–26·8 (–36·6 to –16·7)

147·9

165·2

–17·4 (–49·8 to 15·6)

83·9

112·0

–28·1 (–38·7 to –18·2)

145·9

157·2

–11·2 (–37·5 to 18·2)

High risk–1
No
Yes (≥65 years/

0·0097

chronic illness/COAD)
High risk–2
No
Yes (≥50 years/

0·041

82·3

109·7

–27·3 (–38·9 to –17·0)

129·8

147·9

–18·1 (–39·7 to 5·1)

chronic illness/COAD)
Time since influenza onset (h)
<24

727

578

0·81 (0·73–0·90)

≥24

838

717

0·78 (0·71–0·86)

0·66

95·8

118·4

–22·6 (–36·8 to –8·2)

98·9

126·3

–27·4 (–41·4 to –13·2)

77·5

105·2

–27·7 (–41·2 to –14·2)

114·7

137·9

–23·1 (–37·3 to –8·2)

94·7

121·3

–26·5 (–36·6 to –15·7)

122·3

134·1

–11·8 (–44·7 to 23·6)

Total symptom score
<14

665

590

0·74 (0·66–0·82)

≥14

884

692

0·83 (0·76–0·92)

A

1373

1162

0·78 (0·72–0·84)

B

183

125

0·91 (0·73–1·13)

0·096

Virus type

0·68

0·8
Favours oseltamivir

0·9

1

0·19

1·11
Favours placebo

Time ratio (95% CI)

Figure 3: Subgroup analyses for time to alleviation of all symptoms in the intention-to-treat infected population
COAD=chronic obstructive airways disease. Estimated median (h)=estimated median time to alleviation of all symptoms from accelerated failure time model
adjusted for trial. Diﬀ (95% CI)=the diﬀerence in the estimated medians with bootstrap 95% CI.

Binary outcomes (eg, complications and adverse
events) were meta-analysed with risk ratios and a
Mantel-Haenszel fixed eﬀect approach without continuity
correction.16,17 We excluded trials with no events in both
groups and did χ² tests of heterogeneity. To obtain an
overall risk diﬀerence, we applied the overall risk ratio
(and 95% CI) to the pooled placebo group risk to calculate
a risk diﬀerence and 95% CI.17,18 Exploratory subgroup
analysis for the lower respiratory tract complication
outcome used inverse-variance weighting to assess
heterogeneity between subgroups.
For complication and adverse event outcomes, we
excluded events arising beyond 28 days after randomisation. We analysed adverse events separately for on
treatment and oﬀ treatment periods. On treatment was
defined as up to 2 days after the last dose of study drug.
For psychological and neurological disorders, we did a
sensitivity analysis in participants infected with influenza
only because these events might be directly related to
influenza symptoms. Additionally, the two trials with a
150 mg twice a day oseltamivir dose compared with
placebo were included to investigate potential associations
between dose and response. For nausea and vomiting, we
also did separate analyses for influenza-infected and
non-influenza infected participants.
Because post-baseline data was used in the definition
of influenza infection, we repeated eﬃcacy analyses for
4

participants who were influenza-infected on the basis of
viral shedding at baseline only. All analyses used Stata
version 13.1.

Role of the funding source
The meta-analysis was funded by the Multiparty Group
for Advice on Science (MUGAS) who assembled a
multidisciplinary team to examine the overall data from
trials of oseltamivir in adults. The team agreed an
individual patient data analysis was the most robust
approach, and to cover the costs the MUGAS Board
applied for an unrestricted grant from Roche. This
unrestricted grant stipulates that Roche would not be
involved in the actual review process in any way other than
providing the requested data dictionaries and datasets. The
results were not shared with Roche until the analysis was
completed. The London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine received a grant from MUGAS to partly fund
Joanna Dobson’s salary while she worked on this project.
No other monies were received by any of the authors.

Results
In the intention-to-treat population 2402 participants were
randomly assigned to receive 75 mg oseltamivir twice a
day and 1926 to placebo (one trial had 2:1 randomisation).
Of these, 1591 (66%) in the oseltamivir group and
1302 (68%) in the placebo group were influenza-infected
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constituting the intention-to-treat infected population.
The appendix shows characteristics of the nine included
trials (appendix p 3). Most participants had influenza
virus type A (2558/2893 [88%]); A-H3N2 was the main
strain (appendix p 4). The safety population comprised
2401 participants on oseltamivir and 1917 on placebo.
Two trials (protocol numbers WV15819_876_978 and
WV15707) were in elderly participants (≥65 years), and one
was in participants with chronic cardiac or respiratory
disease or both (WV15812_872). Three trials did not meet
planned recruitment targets but were still included
(WV16277, WV15730, and WV15707). Baseline characteristics were balanced between treatment groups for each
trial (appendix p 5).
64 (1·5%) of 4328 participants were missing time to
alleviation of all symptoms. The median time to
alleviation of symptoms in the placebo group varied
across trials (table 1) and was longer in the trials with
participants with chronic illnesses and in elderly people.
In the intention-to-treat infected population, there was
a 21% shorter time to alleviation of all symptoms for
oseltamivir compared with placebo (time ratio 0·79,
95% CI 0·74–0·85; p<0·0001; figure 1). Across all trials,
the estimated median time to alleviation of all symptoms
was 97·5 h for oseltamivir, 122·7 h for placebo (diﬀerence
–25·2 h, 95% CI –36·2 to –16·0). In the intention-to-treat
population, the estimated time reduction attenuated to
15% but remained highly significant (time ratio 0·85,
95% CI 0·80–0·90; p<0·0001). The treatment diﬀerence
in median time to symptom alleviation became –17·8 h
(95% CI –27·1 to –9·3). The accelerated failure time
model provided a good fit to the data (figure 2). Sensitivity
analyses with a two-stage meta-analysis method
produced similar results (data not shown). We noted no
heterogeneity in time ratios across trials (interaction
p=0·31 [intention-to-treat infected], p=0·46 [intention-totreat]). In the intention-to-treat-not infected population,
the estimated time ratio was close to unity (time ratio
0·99, 95% CI 0·88–1·12; p=0·91), so only participants
identified as influenza-infected benefited from oseltamivir.
In exploratory analyses with pooled Kaplan-Meier
estimates of percentage without symptoms, a marked
treatment diﬀerence emerged by 24 h after randomisation
(intention-to-treat infected: diﬀerence 5·2%, 95% CI
3·4–7·0; p<0·0001; intention-to-treat: diﬀerence 4·6%,
95% CI 3·1–6·2; p<0·0001).
Figure 3 shows exploratory subgroup analyses for time
to alleviation of all symptoms in the intention-to-treat
infected population. The time ratio of oseltamivir versus
placebo recipients was attenuated for high-risk participants
(≥65 years or in chronic illness trial or chronic obstructive
airways disease at baseline; interaction p=0·0097).
Findings of an alternative high-risk subgroup analysis,
with participants aged 50 to 64 years also as high risk,
were supportive of this finding. For age, time from
influenza onset, total symptom score, and virus type, we
noted no heterogeneity in time ratios.

In the intention-to-treat infected population, we
recorded a lower respiratory tract complication arising
after 48 h after randomisation requiring antibiotics in
65 (4·2%) of 1544 participants given oseltamivir and
110 (8·7%) of 1263 participants given placebo (figure 4).
An estimated 44% reduction in risk of lower respiratory
tract complications was attributable to oseltamivir
treatment (RR 0·56, 95% CI 0·42–0·75; p=0·0001), with
absolute risk diﬀerence of –3·8% (95% CI –5·0 to –2·2).
Components of this outcome were 56 (3·6%) versus
87 (6·9%) bronchitis, nine (0·6%) versus 21 (1·7%)
pneumonia, and one (0·1%) versus four (0·3%) lower
respiratory tract infection in oseltamivir and placebo
groups, respectively. Risk ratios for pneumonia and
bronchitis were 0·40 (95% CI 0·19–0·84; p=0·015) and
0·62 (95% CI 0·45, 0·85; p=0·0030), respectively. In the
intention-to-treat population, 105/2330 (4·5%) oseltamivir
and 147/1872 (7·9%) placebo subjects experienced a lower
respiratory tract complication with risk ratio attenuated to
0·62, 95% CI 0·49, 0·79; p=0·0001; risk diﬀerence:
LRTC, intention-to-treat infected population
Risk ratio
(95% CI)

Oseltamivir Placebo
events/N events/N
Trial
13/674

20/341

0·33 (0·17–0·65)

WV15819+ 28/220

45/247

0·70 (0·45–1·08)

WV15670

0/152

4/157

Not estimable*

WV15812+

15/112

21/129

0·82 (0·45–1·52)

JV15823

0/122

1/130

Not estimable*

WV15671

3/120

9/126

0·35 (0·10–1·26)

WV16277

5/119

5/109

0·92 (0·27–3·08)

WV15730

0/19

1/18

Not estimable*

WV15707

1/6

4/6

0·25 (0·04–1·63)

110/1263

0·56 (0·42–0·75)

M76001

Overall

65/1544

p=0·0001

(Heterogeneity p=0·58)

LRTC, intention-to-treat population
Risk ratio
(95% CI)

Oseltamivir Placebo
events/N events/N
Trial
M76001

23/926

25/456

0·45 (0·26–0·79)

WV15819+

36/353

52/364

0·71 (0·48–1·06)

WV15670

1/229

5/231

0·20 (0·02–1·71)

WV15812+

27/193

32/195

0·85 (0·53–1·37)

JV15823

0/153

1/160

Not estimable*

WV15671

4/202

14/206

0·29 (0·10–0·87)

WV16277

10/226

12/225

0·83 (0·37–1·88)

WV15730

1/31

1/26

0·84 (0·06–12·76)

WV15707

3/17

5/9

0·32 (0·10–1·04)

105/2330

147/1872

0·62 (0·49–0·79)

Overall

p=0·0001

(Heterogeneity p=0·42)
0·1

0·2

0·5

Favours oseltamivir

1

2·0

5·0

10·0

Favours placebo

Risk ratio (95% CI)

Figure 4: LRTC, intention-to-treat infected, and intention-to-treat population
LRTC=lower respiratory tract complications. Events=number of participants who had one or more events. *No events
in oseltamivir group. The trial still contributes to the overall estimates.
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Admitted to hospital, intention-to-treat infected population
Risk ratio
(95% CI)

Oseltamivir Placebo
events/N events/N
Trial
3/702

4/361

0·39 (0·09–1·71)

WV15819+ 3/223

8/254

0·43 (0·11–1·59)

0/158

1/161

Not estimable*

WV15812+ 2/118

4/133

0·56 (0·11–3·02)

JV15823

0/122

4/130

Not estimable*

WV15707

1/6

1/6

1·00 (0·08–12·56)

Overall

9/1329

M76001
WV15670

0·37 (0·17–0·81)

22/1045

p=0·013

(Heterogeneity p=0·97)

Admitted to hospital, intention-to-treat population
Risk ratio
(95% CI)

Oseltamivir Placebo
events/N events/N
Trial
M76001

7/965

4/482

0·87 (0·26–2·97)

WV15819+

6/360

11/376

0·57 (0·21–1·52)

WV15670

1/241

2/235

0·49 (0·04–5·34)

WV15812+

6/199

8/203

0·77 (0·27–2·17)

JV15823

0/153

4/160

Not estimable*

WV15671

1/210

1/209

1·00 (0·06–15·81)

WV16277

2/226

4/225

0·50 (0·09–2·69)

WV15707

2/17

1/9

1·06 (0·11–10·15)

Overall

25/2371

35/1899

0·61 (0·36–1·03)
p=0·066

(Heterogeneity p=1·00)
0·1

0·2

0·5

Favours oseltamivir

1

2·0

5·0

10·0

Favours placebo

Risk ratio (95% CI)

Figure 5: Admittance to hospital, intention-to-treat infected, and intention-to-treat population
Events=number of participants who had one or more events. *No events in oseltamivir group. The trial still
contributes to the overall estimates.

–3·0%, 95% CI –4·0 to –1·7. For pneumonia and
bronchitis the intention-to-treat risk ratios became 0·34
(95% CI 0·18–0·64; p=0·0009, 13 [0·6%] vs 32 [1·7%]) and
0·71 (95% CI 0·54–0·93; p=0·011, 90 [3·9%] vs 111 [5·9%]),
respectively. We noted no eﬀect on lower respiratory
tract complications in the intention-to-treat-not infected
population (RR 0·82, 95% CI 0·53–1·26; p=0·36). We
recorded no statistical heterogeneity across trials.
An exploratory subgroup analysis of lower respiratory
tract complications in the intention-to-treat infected
population had a relative risk of 0·70 (95% CI
0·49–0·98) in high-risk participants (45/371 in the
oseltamivir group vs 72/403 in the placebo group)
versus 0·39 in others (95% CI 0·23–0·66; 20/1173 in
the oseltamivir group vs 38/860 in the placebo group;
interaction p=0·070).
The addition of lower respiratory tract complications
starting before 48 h (intention-to-treat infected: extra
15/1544 vs 13/1263; intention-to-treat: extra 26/2330 vs
19/1872) attenuated the risk ratios for both intention-to-treat
infected and intention-to-treat populations but they
remained highly significant (intention-to-treat infected:
RR 0·61, 95% CI 0·47–0·79; p=0·0002; intention-to-treat:
RR 0·68, 95% CI 0·55–0·85; p=0·0005).
6

A sensitivity analysis for time to alleviation of all
symptoms, restricting analysis to participants who were
influenza-infected on the basis of viral shedding at
baseline only gave an estimated time ratio similar to that
in the intention-to-treat infected analysis (time ratio 0·77,
95% CI 0·71–0·84; p<0·0001). We noted similar results
for lower respiratory tract complications (RR 0·59,
95% CI 0·40–0·88; p=0·0089).
In the intention-to-treat infected population,
nine (0·6%) of 1591 participants had to be admitted to
hospital for any cause versus 22 (1·7%) of 1302 participants
given placebo (figure 5), an estimated 63% risk reduction
(RR 0·37, 95% CI 0·17–0·81; p=0·013) with risk
diﬀerence of –1·1% (95% CI –1·4 to –0·3). In the
intention-to-treat population, the risk ratio attenuated
and was no longer statistically significant (25/2402
oseltamivir vs 35/1926 placebo; RR 0·61, 95% CI
0·36–1·03; p=0·066). In the intention-to-treat-not
infected population, the estimated risk ratio was close to
unity (16/811 oseltamivir vs 13/624 placebo; RR 1·01,
95% CI 0·47–2·15; p=0·99). The causes of admittance to
hospital covered many disorders with no discernible
pattern (data not shown). Seven participants were
admitted to hospital because of pneumonia (two in the
oseltamivir group and five in the placebo group) in
the intention-to-treat infected population. We noted no
statistical heterogeneity across trials. One participant on
placebo and not influenza-infected died because of
respiratory failure.
Table 2 shows key findings for on treatment adverse
events (appendix p 6 shows all adverse events and
appendix p 7 shows serious adverse events and cardiac
disorders). We noted highly significant excesses on
oseltamivir for nausea, vomiting, and all gastrointestinal
disorders. By contrast oseltamivir had significantly less
diarrhoea, infections and infestations, and respiratory,
thoracic and mediastinal disorders. Participants given
oseltamivir had fewer cardiac disorders, and more
injury and poisoning than did those given placebo, but
numbers of events were small. We noted no discernible
cause-specific pattern in cardiac disorders and only
three participants (one in the oseltamivir group and
two in the placebo group) had cardiac disorders deemed
serious adverse events. We recorded no overall treatment
diﬀerence in on treatment serious adverse events.
There was no evidence of a treatment diﬀerence for
neurological or psychiatric disorders in the safety
population or in participants infected with influenza.
The excess of nausea and vomiting arose both in
participants influenza-infected and in others, although
the risk ratio for vomiting was lower and non-significant
in those not infected than in those with influenza
infection. We noted no heterogeneity across trials for
any adverse events (data not shown).
The incidence of on treatment psychiatric adverse
events was numerically higher on the 150 mg twice a day
dose than placebo but numbers of events were small
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Number of events

Overall risk ratio
(95% CI)

p value

Placebo group Oseltamivir
Risk diﬀerence
risk (%)*
group risk (%)† (95% CI)

Oseltamivir Placebo
(n=2401)
(n=1917)
All adverse events
Serious adverse events
Gastrointestinal disorders

1033

819

0·97 (0·91 to 1·04)

0·41

42·7

41·5

–1·2% (–4·0 to 1·8)

21

22

0·79 (0·43 to 1·47)

0·46

1·1

0·9

–0·2% (–0·7 to 0·5)
4·0% (1·4 to 6·9)

574

370

1·21 (1·07 to 1·36)

0·0019

19·3

23·3

Nausea

247

118

1·60 (1·29 to 1·99)

<0·0001

6·2

9·9

3·7% (1·8 to 6·1)

Vomiting

201

63

2·43 (1·83 to 3·23)

<0·0001

3·3

8·0

4·7% (2·7 to 7·3)

Diarrhoea

147

147

0·75 (0·60 to 0·95)

0·016

7·7

5·8

–1·9% (–3·1 to –0·4)

13

20

0·49 (0·25 to 0·98)

0·043

1·0

0·5

–0·5% (–0·8 to –0·0)

231

217

0·84 (0·70 to 1·00)

0·049

11·3

9·5

–1·8% (–3·4 to –0·0)

15

4

3·37 (1·08 to 10·47)

0·036

0·2

0·7

0·5% (0·0 to 2·0)

Respiratory, thoracic, and
mediastinal disorders

158

143

0·74 (0·60 to 0·93)

0·0081

7·5

5·5

–1·9% (–3·0 to –0·6)

Neurological disorders

124

93

1·00 (0·76 to 1·30)

0·97

4·9

4·8

–0·0% (–1·2 to 1·5)

11

13

0·62 (0·26 to 1·45)

0·27

0·7

0·4

–0·3% (–0·5 to 0·3)

Neurological disorders

91

73

0·95 (0·70 to 1·29)

0·76

5·6

5·4

–0·3% (–1·7 to 1·6)

Psychiatric disorders

10

9

0·81 (0·31 to 2·08)

0·65

0·7

0·6

–0·1% (–0·5 to 0·7)

Nausea

172

85

1·60 (1·24 to 2·07)

0·0003

6·5

10·5

3·9% (1·6 to 7·0)

Vomiting

155

41

3·00 (2.11 to 4·26)

<0·0001

3·2

9·5

6·3% (3·5 to 10·3)

Cardiac disorders
Infections and infestations
Injury and poisoning

Psychiatric disorders
Additional analyses in influenzainfected participants‡

Additional analyses in participants
without influenza§
Nausea

75

33

1·67 (1·12 to 2·49)

0·011

5·3

8·9

3·6% (0·7 to 7·9)

Vomiting

46

22

1·49 (0·90 to 2·46)

0·12

3·6

5·3

1·7% (–0·4 to 5·2)

Events=number of participants who had one or more events. *Placebo group risk is calculated using all trials (including trials with no outcomes in each group).†Oseltamivir
group risk and risk diﬀerence (95% CI) obtained by applying overall risk ratio and 95% CI to pooled placebo group risk. ‡n=1590 in the oseltamivir group and n=1299 in the
placebo group. §n=811 in the oseltamivir group and n=618 in the placebo group

Table 2: Meta-analyses findings for key on treatment adverse events in the safety population, by treatment received

(150 mg [8/447] vs placebo [3/439] RR 2·61, 95% CI
0·70–9·78; p=0·15). The 150 mg dose did not seem to
aﬀect neurological adverse events (data not shown).
Fewer oﬀ treatment serious adverse events arose in
participants given oseltamivir (RR 0·23, 95% CI
0·09–0·58; p=0·0018), but numbers of events were small
(6/2401 in the oseltamivir group vs 22/1917 in the placebo
group; appendix p 7). No other oﬀ treatment adverse events
showed a treatment diﬀerence (data not shown). Treatment
withdrawal rates were similar (117/2401 in the oseltamivir
group vs 79/1917 in the placebo group; RR 1·04, 95% CI
0·78, 1·39; p=0·78) as was treatment withdrawal due to an
adverse event (36/2401 in the oseltamivir group vs 33/1917
in the placebo group; RR 0·76, 95% CI 0·46–1·25; p=0·28).

Discussion
Our findings show that oseltamivir in adults with
influenza accelerates time to clinical symptom alleviation,
reduces risk of lower respiratory tract complications, and
admittance to hospital, but increases the occurrence of
nausea and vomiting.
Randomised trials done for licensing a new treatment
typically focus on essential issues of eﬃcacy and safety.
The development of treatments for influenza is no

exception. Not all questions related to eventual use of a
drug can be answered by such trials. These issues are
usually addressed in subsequent observational studies,
which are complicated by potential selection bias in
who receives the intervention.19,20 Thus, randomised
trials provide the best evidence to assess events that
arise with suﬃcient frequency. Insight can be increased
by combining evidence across trials providing their
designs are similar. Such meta-analyses are best done
by use of individual patient data; advantages include
more thorough analysis of outcomes (eg, time to
event), exploring patient subgroups, the ability to check
data quality, and performance of sensitivity analyses on
key outcomes.21
After extensive searches by both Jeﬀerson and
colleagues6 and ourselves, we excluded just two relevant
oseltamivir treatment trials in adults from our
meta-analysis: a trial in 451 Chinese adults that concluded
“oseltamivir was eﬀective and well tolerated”, and a trial
that recruited only 19 adults and children (four to early
oseltamivir, eight to late oseltamivir, and seven to placebo)
that concluded “time to 50% decrease in symptom
severity, complete symptom resolution, and first negative
culture were shortest among the early treatment
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group”.13,14 Because these conclusions are broadly
consistent with our findings, we believe our results based
on individual patient data provide the best available
evidence on oseltamivir treatment in adults. With regards
to paediatric studies of oseltamivir treatment, a further
individual patient data meta-analysis of three Rochesponsored randomised trials plus two other randomised
trials in children is underway and will be published
separately.22–25
For the primary outcome of time to alleviation of all
symptoms, we noted an absolute reduction of about 1 day
in the intention-to-treat infected population, which was
somewhat attenuated in the intention-to-treat population.
These estimates are broadly compatible with those of
observational studies and a previous meta-analysis.6,20 A
basic question is what primary population should be
selected for analysis? In the pivotal studies for licensure,
the intention-to-treat infected population was chosen,
namely those participants actually having laboratory
confirmed influenza by virus isolation or rise in antibody
titre. The PCR technique for identifying influenza
was not yet available. Parenthetically, intention-to-treat
infected is the standard analysis used worldwide by
regulatory authorities for licensure.26
The other approach we presented is the intention-to-treat
population (ie, all treated patients whether infected or
not), which inevitably dilutes estimates of any possible
antiviral drug eﬀect. The intention-to-treat population
includes all randomly assigned participants and thus
captures the overall drug exposure. However, the
intention-to-treat infected population provides more
direct insight into how the drug works in the disease
being studied.
We recorded no reduction in time to symptom
alleviation in participants not identified as being infected
with influenza. Thus eﬃcacy seems to be confined to the
antiviral activity of the drug. Other investigators have only
used the intention-to-treat population, which dilutes true
eﬃcacy, but does estimate eﬀectiveness in a real-world
setting in which some treated patients inevitably will not
have influenza. Use of the intention-to-treat infected
population was abandoned in a previous meta-analysis
because slightly more placebo participants were
documented as infected than were participants given
oseltamivir, which investigators argued might introduce a
bias.6 We used sensitivity analyses to explore this issue; by
classifying as infected only patients with virus identified
at enrolment, we noted little change in time to alleviation
results compared with our original intention-to-treat
infected analysis.
Prevention of complications was not a pre-defined
focus of each trial because of insuﬃcient power;
nevertheless, combined data for complications across
all trials provide important evidence. Reductions in
complications, admittance to hospital, and deaths have
been addressed in observational studies, especially
during the 2009 pandemic, but randomised evidence is
8

more compelling.19,20,27 Complication rates are low, but
still significant risk reductions were detected both
in the intention-to-treat infected and intention-to-treat
populations. Identification of complications was not an
aim of most studies—eg, pneumonia diagnosis did not
have radiographic validation. To ensure complications
were not simply diﬀerentially reported because of
milder symptoms on oseltamivir, we studied only those
requiring antibiotics. Bronchitis could be considered
part of the overall influenza syndrome, but the same
pattern of reduced complications also applies to
pneumonia. We noted a significant 63% reduction in
the risk of hospitalisation in the intention-to-treat
infected population although this was attenuated and
non-significant in the intention-to-treat population.
This finding is more meaningful because oseltamivir
has no eﬀect on complications in participants who do
not have influenza. Our results for complications and
admittance to hospital are broadly consistent with
those of observational studies and some previous
meta-analyses of randomised trials.20,28–31
Findings of our meta-analysis confirm the clear
harms of nausea and vomiting attributed to oseltamivir
with estimated absolute increases of 3·7% for nausea
and 4·7% for vomiting. These results are similar to
anticipated rates with antimicrobial agents. Conversely,
diarrhoea was more common in participants who took
placebo. We did not find evidence of other harms
caused by oseltamivir. Overall, we restricted our
analysis to the licensed dose of 75 mg. We investigated
a previous claim of a dose–response eﬀect on incidence
of psychiatric outcomes when the 150 mg dose was also
investigated6 and noted a numerical (but non-significant)
excess for the 150 mg dose. At the 75 mg dose, the
incidence of psychiatric outcomes was numerically
lower than on placebo.
There are several limitations in our analyses.
Respiratory complications were not a pre-defined
primary outcome for the original trials and specific
diagnostic tests were not necessary. So caution is
warranted in interpreting these results, although
incorporation of antibiotic use in the definition should
enhance reliable reporting of complications. For both
pneumonia and hospitalisation for any cause, we noted
significant diﬀerences but numbers of events were
small and so eﬀect estimates are imprecise. The
absence of a significant treatment diﬀerence for
uncommon events might be explained by insuﬃcient
power to detect true eﬀects even after data across
studies was combined. This meta-analysis was for trials
with a 5 day treatment duration.We did not study the
benefits and harms of longer term use of oseltamivir
(eg, in prophylaxis).
Oseltamivir’s eﬀectiveness in the intention-to-treat
population might not be generalisable because the
percentage of participants infected might vary across
populations, both in these trials and in real-world
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experience. The balance of benefits and harms becomes
less favourable if more non-infected participants are
treated with oseltamivir. Treatment strategies need to
avoid this—eg, through availability of rapid diagnostic
testing. This highlights the value of additionally reporting
results for the intention-to-treat infected population.
In conclusion, oseltamivir accelerates clinical symptom
alleviation in adults infected with influenza, and also
reduces the risk of lower respiratory tract complications
and admittances to hospital. Whether the magnitude of
these benefits outweigh the harms attributed to nausea
and vomiting needs to be carefully considered.
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